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Arcserve UDP Archiving Technical Whitepaper
Preparing for the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)
The European Union (EU) General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is one of the most demanding
compliance mandates to date, aimed at ensuring that any organization working with European consumers or
enterprises use all the necessary means to protect the personal data of individuals.
With the May 25, 2018 deadline fast approaching, organizations need to focus on one of their most essential
and mission-critical applications—email—to ensure they meet a key principle of the legislation: accountability.
Given that more than 60 billion emails are created every day and they represent a vital part of every business,
the potential for compliance violations is substantial.
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Solutions for managing emails under GDPR
The critical first step in complying with GDPR is gaining a holistic understanding of the location of all personal data
held by an organization. Email records, specifically, must be contained in an unalterable archive with set policies
to automate the management process. Further, organizations must be able to quickly and easily respond to SARs,
perform the “right to be forgotten” process, and manage email records with collection policies such as time to
retain, exceptions from archiving, and end of life purging.
Arcserve offers powerful, compliance-driven email archiving technology designed to protect corporate email
records and make them easily accessible for regulatory compliance, legal discovery, and corporate governance
with seamless access for employees.

Arcserve UDP Archiving for GDPR Compliance
Arcserve UDP Archiving is a purpose-built, multi-tenant capable solution that supports on-premises, private
and public clouds – ready for your network or managed as a cloud service. It treats every collected email as an
unalterable corporate record, managed through the following steps:

Collection
Efficiently collects all new emails in real-time
as they are sent or received with the ability to
archive all historical messages from your mail
server or prior archive system.

Apply Policies
Automatically applies policies such as
message retention, exceptions, or legal holds
based on employees, domains, or content.

Full text Index
Full text index of every message and
attached for fast, accurate searches.

Protected Access
Strong controls to restrict access to only
users with authority to meet privacy and
security requirements. Only designated
Auditors can access company email records.

Compression & Single Instance Storage
Data is compressed and stored with single
instance storage which represents big
storage cost savings.

Disposition
At the end of a messages retention period,
unless there is a legal hold in place, messages
are systematically removed.

Encryption
Every message is stored as a protected,
encrypted file to meet privacy and data
protection laws.
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Built with Data Protection Officers in Mind
UDP Archiving has a dedicated role for the Data Protection Officer (DPO) to manage the GDPR process. This
specific role has the ability to access the archive and view all email records, set policies, perform steps for
Subject Access Requests (SAR) and maintain proactive and reactive control of the data.

Policy Management
Automated management of corporate policies is easy, and can be modified whenever needed as policies
may change.

•

Retention
Setting policies that define how long a message should be held is a critical function for complying with
GDPR. The DPO can easily manage email records to a useful life, and at the end of the retention period,
purge them from the archive. Further, the DPO can modify a records policy to adhere to a “right to be
forgotten” request. Retention policies can be set based on:
•

Company domain(s)

•

Email address – sender or receiver

•

Email subject line

•

Message size

•

Attached file name

Retention rules define how long records are held in the archive. The DPO can override this for records which meet GDPR criteria.

•

Exception(s) – By identifying exceptions with any of the five policies described in the retention
section, the messages are classified and discarded before they reach the archive. To comply with
GDPR, a DPO can set an exception on anyone who has made a SAR or may be proactive to remove
groups of emails, such as those that go to a specific email address.
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Exception rules prevent emails from being archived based on pre-set criteria such as email address, subject, message size or
attachment name. Someone with a “right to be forgotten” request could be set as an exception.

•

Legal Hold – During a litigation process, legal holds prevent emails from being removed from the
archive when their retention policy end date is reached. Message records are held until the hold is
released. During a SAR review, the DPO can see messages on Legal Hold and determine the priority. A
Legal Hold may be a justification for not removing a record even when a SAR is made.

Legal holds prevent records from being removed at their end of life. A DPO can evaluate a legal hold on a record found in a SAR
search and override the legal hold if appropriate.

Five Steps to Managing Subject Access Requests
A consumer can make a Subject Access Request (SAR) if they believe an organization has their personal,
confidential information without a justified reason. UDP Archiving arms the DPO with tools necessary to
quickly manage these requests.

Step 1: Create a Tag/Folder for the SAR. The DPO can manage many SAR’s at one time.

A DPO can mange many SAR’s at one time and isolate the results into separately managed folders which are referred to as Tags.
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Step 2: Perform a search of the archive and all records based on advanced search criteria.
UDP Archiving has extensive eDiscovery capabilities that can be leveraged by the DPO. For example, a
search can be made up of any of the following variables:
•

Email addresses: sent by and sent to addresses

•

Subject line text

•

Email body text

•

Date Ranges

•

Attachment type (if any)

•

Advanced functions
•

Boolean connector allows you to narrow a search using AND, OR, NOT.

•

Fuzzy searching by only entering the first character: john* would also find Johnathan

•

Exact match: “john smith”

All email records are full-text indexed and include any attachments. These search functions allow a DPO to
perform a search and locate records for review. A search could be as simple as the name of the individual in
the SAR, or more advanced criteria such as a credit card number.
When a search is performed, all of the results will appear for the DPO.

In the example above, the search string includes a credit card number, social security number, medical ID, individual’s name and a
driver’s license. The search results will return any email records containing any one of these criteria.
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Step 3: Locate Relevant Records
Review and Tag: The DPO has the option of tagging all returned results to “SAR folder 12” (example) or
reviewing each message and only tagging relevant records after confirming them. If all are moved to the
folder, the DPO can review them at a later time. Any search criteria used will be highlighted when messages
are reviewed. For example, if you are looking for a credit card number, it will be highlighted.

The search result above show five records which contain one or more of the personal items searched.

Multiple Searches: For each SAR, the DPO may need to run multiple searches. They can add them into the
SAR folder and continue to search, review and tag until all the records are found.

Saved Search: The DPO can save a search for a specific SAR, or save a pre-set search criterion to be
performed on any future SAR.

The DPO can save a search or set of search criteria to perform again in the future.

The references section shows a DPO the tags (folders) they created for each SAR they are working on, any notes they are using,
and the status of legal holds.
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Notes: On each record, the DPO can add specific notes for future references. A DPO has the right to exclude
records if there is a valid reason they exist, and the organization has the right to maintain the records. The DPO
can use notes to track the reason a message is being included or excluded.

When researching email records, the searched criteria is highlighted as seen above. The DPO can also apply notes, such as a
reminder of the criteria that was searched. Records can be printed or exported as a message file.

Results: When the DPO has completed this process, a set of relevant records for the SAR have been found, reviewed,
and identified in a specific folder. At any time, the DPO can review the folder contents and search within the folder
based on date ranges, notes applied, and all other advanced search features if the criteria have changed in any way.

Shown above, the DPO can return to the SAR folder by selecting it from the tag dropdown. A DPO can also select notes which
were added to email records, and other search criteria within the SAR folder.

Important: Another benefit of an email archiving system is that it maintains a full set of records and since
most data in an organization goes through email at some point in its life, this becomes a great source for a
DPO to track down other records and perform additional “detective” work as needed, potentially locating other
sources of storage for the data in the organization. For example, if the search finds a record with a spreadsheet
attachment that contains the violation, the DPO can use the email record to track down the sender, recipient
and file to have it removed from the company. A search on the name of the offending spreadsheet can also be
conducted in other systems or storage shares (with other search tools).
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Step 4: Produce Records for SAR
Now that all of the records have been located, the DPO can respond to the SAR and identify what email
records exist. The DPO can export the records as email files, convert them to PDF files, print them or create a
spreadsheet describing each record.
GDPR rules require the DPO to identify the records and inform the SAR what records exist. The SAR can then
respond with a request for action to be taken by the DPO such as removing the records.

Once the DPO has identified any email records for the SAR, they can be exported as email files into a zip file, converted to PDF’s
or printed from the bottom row of the screen above.

The DPO can also be proactive and remove the email record before responding. See step 5.

Step 5: Perform “Right to be Forgotten”
If the SAR responds requesting action to be taken on the email record, the DPO has the power to remove
the records from the archive.
•

Return to UDP Archiving

•

On the left panel, go to manage tags

•

Find the SAR tag for this request and pull up the results

•

Change the date to the day you want these messages removed

•

On that day the messages will be purged from the system

Once completed the DPO can report to the SAR that the records have been removed.
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If a request to be forgotten is then received, or if the DPO deems the records unnecessary and wants to proactively remove
them, the Tags screen above shows that the DPO can set a new Hold Period for the records (shown as five days). This will
override the records normal retention time. Once the time has passed the DPO can respond that the records are removed. Prior
to this, the DPO can use these records to trace back into the organization and find the originators and original records.

Periodic Review: We recommend saving the search criteria for the SAR and running the search again in the near
future as well as more global searches for PII. This will identify if new records have been produced somewhere
in the organization. By following the email trail, you can quickly determine where the records are being produced
and prevent them in the future. If this is happening for one person, it may also be happening for many more.
UDP Archiving gives you the intelligence you need to find the root of the problem.

Data Protection
A key part of GDPR is protecting stored data. Organizations with UDP Archiving leverage five key safety measures to ensure compliance:
•

Encryption: Every stored message is encrypted, which prevents unauthorized access and message
tampering.

•

Unalterable Records: All email records are stored in an unaltered state – they remain in their original
format, unchanged in any way.

•

Access Control: A tiered level of controls provide access to email records by authorized users,
including the use of Captchas on login to insure the user is a person and not a system attack.

•

HTTPS/SSL Certificate: For web access, the site is secured with an SSL certificate which can also be
restricted to known IP addresses and set up behind a corporate firewall.

•

Transport Layer Security (TLS): TLS can be enabled to provide an encrypted connection between
the mail server and archive for transport layer protection.
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Minimizing Data and Monitoring for GDPR
Two important requirements of complying with GDPR are minimizing files which contain personal information and
monitoring for stored information. UDP Archiving addresses these requirements with the following:
Single Instance Storage – SIS is used to reduce the amount of storage used by retaining messages one time. For
example, if an email is sent to one hundred employees, that record is only stored once in the archive.
Exception Rules – These allow the company to prevent messages from being archived based on pre-set rules,
such as email to or from a specific IP address, messages with an identifiable subject, size, or a named attachment.
Proactive Reviews – A DPO can set up a defined search criteria and review all received messages. This makes it
easy to routinely check to see if emails are being sent which violate company GDPR and other regulatory policies.
Locating Sources – Archiving acts as a central repository of email records, and because most of an organizations
content and communications are captured in email, it becomes a way to identify issues and trace them back to
the originator. For example, if an email is identified as having a list of customer credit card numbers, the DPO can
immediately know who sent the information by the email trail, and subsequently remove it from the archive and its
source. It also serves to determine if it is an on-going violation.

Putting together your GDPR toolkit
Organizations need to implement tools and processes now to comply with GDPR and other regulatory policies.
By leveraging powerful email archiving technology, your business can greatly reduce its compliance risk – and
subsequent hefty fines – while improving the efficiency of compliance processes. Contact Arcserve for a free
GDPR email archiving assessment.

For more information on Arcserve, please visit arcserve.com
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